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Nova galaxi dvr 1644 lathe canada

The new Galaxi DVR lair is powered by the famous DVR (Digital Variable Reluctance) unit and is built for the most demanding and resilient turning conditions. This advanced engine technology, exclusive to NOVA, offers an incredible turnaround experience. The DVR Lathe features a 1-3/4 HP, 115V engine that is direct driving, using one-piece rotors and no pulleys or belts for extremely smooth turning
performance and a 100% power transfer to the spindle, which is actually the rotor mounting of the DVR engine itself. The powerful onboard computer that controls the DVR drive closely monitors finger spindle conditions (load and size) and offers only the power and torque needed to keep within 1-2% of the established speed. This delay combines the best features of the largest - power, capacity and
capability with state-of-the-art technology to make it more efficient, fun and safer. The NEW Galaxi DVR 1644 is the most versatile delay on the market offering an impressive speed range, easier controls and robust cast iron support. Engine specifications: 1-3/4 HP, 115V, 15 Amp (2 hp, 220V) DVR High motor torqueElectronic Variable speed: speed range, 100-5,000 RPMLathe Specifications: Capacity:
16 swing on the bed Between centres: 44 Swivel Headstock: 360° with seven locking positions Spindle thread: 1-1/4, 8 TPISpindle Taper: 2 MTTailstock Quill Travel: 3, netweight self-ejection: 436 lbs. Shipping weight: 526 lbs. Shipping / Billing Information This product ships directly from the manufacturer: Your order will be shipped in approximately 5 business days. This product is considered a special
order. Your account will be charged at the place of your order. Express or evening shipping is not available for this product. Ships by land in the 48 contiguous states. It cannot be shipped to Alaska, Hawaii, PO Boxes, APOs, U.S. Territories, Canada or other foreign countries. Return information Within 30 days of delivery of a shipment, you can return any Teknatool product for a full refund of the purchase
price of the product minus a 10% replacement fee. Teknatool can also reimburse the shipping cost if the return is the result of the Teknatool error. They cannot accept returns of items returned more than 30 days after delivery (unless, of course, the item has a manufacturer defect in which case it would be covered by the specific warranty of this product). Items must be in their original condition to qualify for
any type of refund. Warranty information Most Teknatool products are covered by their full replacement of 2 years of limited warranty. However, different products have different exclusions. Consult your manual for warranty information about your specific product or email directly to service@teknatool.com. The best reviews Latest reviews There are 0 reviews and 0 ratings from Canada Our elfs are working
hard collecting (or doing?? ) their new tools. Please note, due to the high volume of orders (thank you!) you may have to 3 to 5 days for processing and shipping your order plus reply to e-mail queries. We will send you an email after your order has been processed. As of December 17, couriers are advising delivery by December 24 is not guaranteed. read more... Skipping the Home Power Tools Wood
Turning Wood Lathes Lathes Stationary Lathes NOVA content store, home to woodturning innovation, is pleased to announce the new New Galaxi DVR 1644 Lathe with the DVR Smart Motor and a number of never-before-seen features. It will be available retail from November 2016. We believe that with its advanced control features, Galaxi DVR's Smart Motor Lathe will rewrite the book on wood turn and
design capabilities, said Tom Guertin, president of Tektnatool USA and manufacturer of brand new carpentry products™. The Galaxi delay has the benefit of 10 years of designing increasingly improved DVR engine and comes with NOVA's most advanced DVR smart engine and controller to date. Turners will be impressed by the range of features offered by this turn, which can't be found in any other turn
in today's market, include: An electronic automatic braking feature that brings the turn to a halt very quickly. This feature can be set manually on or off. Automatic braking stops free rolling time to slow down the piece of work when you want to inspect or change it. It's very handy when you're working on a range of pieces where you want the convenience of a quick stop. Electronic speed chart: You can select
for a rough finish, shape or cut, enter the diameter of the work and the controller gives you the recommended speed that you can confirm or alter if you wish. Speed button: The first DVR cache that has markup on the speed control. You can finish the knob to quickly alter the up and down speed of our recommended range from 100 RPM up to 5,000 RPM. Switching between a large screen of the speed
number or the standard two-line display. Preferred speed settings: Ten preferred speeds work, with four you can quickly access from the dial pad, so at the touch of a button you can set up a project to move from roughness speed, to cutting settings, by way of finishing, even a fine finish cut, making it very convenient and fast for creating projects. Of course, preset speeds are instantly adjustable to adjust
speed as needed. Speed upgrade profiles: You can set a hard or smooth speed upgrade – a hard set would be for a smaller job where you want to get to target speed quickly. A smooth set would be used when you have a large piece of work and want to upgrade more slowly up to target speed. Updated SoftwareAs More features are released for DVR Manager, you can a software update from the internet
and introduce the updated program to the DVR Smart Motor Manager. The new Lathe Galaxi DVR Smart Motor is easy to service. The DVR controller and electronics are mounted on a detachable package on the back of the hood - just remove a few plugs and unscreat the package - to be sent back for service if necessary, and and and offers a complete team of electronic and mechanical engineering
services in the US. An optional wireless remote control is available as an accessory; this will control the speed settings and stop, start. This is very convenient when the user is making a large bowl or vase and not working near the headrest. DVR Smart MotorWith its DVR Smart Engine and controller, the Galaxi provides the smoothest spin experience of any market lag, and is tuned to give maximum torque
to lower RPMS, just when you need it for a bigger and heavier job. The DVR Smart Motor is a direct 1.75 hp engine unit without belts; the spine is the rotor of the lay finger. The engine does not require permanent or rare earth magnets, has no brushes, no electrical connections to the moving parts, and no current flow in the rotor, i.e. less wear and a much longer life than an AC or DC engine. It also has the
ability to turn on or off with now peak power, providing a low voltage start and no wear on the engine. The engine controller keeps the speed within 1-2% of the established speed, even if the outages go from light to heavy. This is not the case with normal belt-driven machines, even when they have variable speed electronic controllers. Normally, a belt-driven machine with a normal induction engine can drop
from optimal speed and power by up to 20% depending on the cutting pressure applied. Swivel HeadYou can go from 16 in diameter swing on board, rotate it to 45 degrees and instantly have a usable rotation diameter of up to 18 inches, just using the standard tool break and rest slide tool. Rotates at 90 degrees - it has a turning diameter of 32 inches using the outrigger system. This means that the user
can go from the inabord, turning the spine's spine to turn a vase empty-shaped large or bowl within minutes to set up. Other lathes take a long time to settle for a larger job, as the head has to be slid down the tail end of the delay, and the tail should be removed. It also means that the turner doesn't need to lean uncomfortably on the bed to turn - they can be in a very comfortable position, either on the side
or right in front of the vault. CapacityWith a long bed length of 44 capacity, there is little need for extra beds. This ability well beats all competitive guys. Swing diameter capacity with rotating head and enormous power (much higher useful power than a normal 1.75HP engine) means it can cope with almost any project. At 749 pounds, it also provides a very stable vibration-free rotation platform. Jump to Self
Ejection content from Tailstock CentreHelp to make the project configured faster and easier. Stationary delay capabilities a compact workspaceEn credible power in a compact workspace, ideal for those who need all the workshop space they can get! The and articulated rotating head Outrigger Accessory means that converting even large bowls (29) is still becoming the same envelope of compact work
Product technical specifications • Bowl spin capacity: 16/406mm/406mm 29/750mm out bark. (Accessory outrigger usingoptional)• Between centres: Standard 44/1117mm.• HP: 1.75 HP 110/220v • Speed range: 100 - 5000 continuous variable speed, with speed control marking for accurate and fast speed location.• Spindle thread: 1 1/4 8TPI (RH USA, Canada, Australasia and uk), M33 x 3.5RH (Europe
excluding UK)• Tailstock: 2MT empty, Auto expulsion• Rotating head: 360º rotating and blocking in any position, plus location sites from 0, 22.5, 45 and 90º. High precision and easy rotating. Headrests can be moved along the bed to be placed at the end of the bed or anywhere in between for large work. Wireless remote capability, when Wireless Remote Control is purchased as an accessory. Automatic
Braking Speed Graphic Electronic Speed Knob Speed Setup Favorite Speed Profiles Idle Firmware Detection Emergency Updateable Stop Easy Service Smoother Spin Experience Maximum Torque at Low RPMs 360 Degree Rotating Headstock Capability for any project. NOTE: SHIPPING IS AN ADDITIONAL FLAT RATE CHARGE OF $75.00 IN THE 48 CONTINENTAL STATES FOR WHICH YOU
WILL BE BILLED AFTER ORDERING. All other countries please call us at 716-391-2001 before asking to see if we can provide a better international shipping fee. Thank you! You!
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